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Although estimates vary, it’s clear that the reach of digital signage continues to grow. Research firm Markets and Markets estimates the digital signage market will reach $27.34 billion
by 2022, growing by an average 6.7 percent a year from $16.88 billion in 2016.
Rising demand for emerging technologies including LED, ultra-high-definition (Ultra HD), interactive touch screens and the Internet of Things are expected to drive much of that growth.
Other projections are more modest, with Global Market Insights projecting the market to
reach $23.02 billion by 2023, up from $15 billion in 2015. No matter who is correct, though,
it’s clear that deployers are spending cast sums of money on digital signage networks. And
as that spending grows, protecting that investment becomes increasingly important.
Of course, every digital signage network requires electricity to operate. One of the largest
ongoing costs associated with operating a digital signage network is the electricity required
to drive that network. And while electricity costs have remained fairly stable over the past few
years, that’s not going to last. The Energy Information Administration expects electricity prices
to increase by about 3 percent in 2017 after holding steady in 2015 and 2016.
The ability to manage the cost of powering a digital signage network can spell the difference
between an effective communication tool and one that eats into the bottom line.
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IBASE Observer
One of the tools available today to help manage the cost of operating a digital signage network is IBASE Observer,
a unique technology developed by IBASE Technology Inc.
IBASE Observer supports the network version of Windows/Linux based utility “Observer”,Observer Utility is a hardware monitoring utility capable of monitoring the temperature sensors, voltages, fan speeds, monitoring the list of
dependents subject to a hardware system. Once there is a change in any state of the hardware system, for example
the actual temperature of the processor exceeding the limit you set, the utility keeps a log of the change. This utility
is implemented in all IBASE products so as to keep control of the stability and efficiency of performance.

What is IBASE iSMART function?
IBASE iSMART is created for the purpose of protecting systems and enabling them to use power efficiently. iSMART
provides functionalities for various applications, such as automatic power on/off scheduling for power saving, power
resume, low temperature guardian and in elligent system recovery allowing the system to restore the factory default
state in the event of a system software crash of software, reducing maintenance costs.
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Putting it together
IBASE has incorporated Observer and iSMART into its new SI-613 digital signage player,
a 3x4K@60hz UHD digital signage system designed for digital menu boards and multi-screen
video wall applications. The system is built with segregated flow ventilation and supports the
latest 6th Generation Intel® Core™ desktop processors with three HDMI (4K @60hz) outputs.
With four times the resolution of traditional full-HD displays, ultra HD 4K offers a massive
improvement in image clarity that helps boost shoppers’ attention and engagement.
The SI-613’s Ultra HD 4K@60Hz-resolution outputs enables deplorers to feature
that output on three displays, allowing for content that is more detailed and eye-catching
than ever.
The SI-613 features three independent Ultra HD 4K@60Hz-resolution outputs and comes
with hardware EDID (extended display identification data) simulation to prevent screen con vergence problems and issues due to cable disconnection or failure to identify EDID, errone ous settings in hardware or digital playback software settings. The player is built with segre gated flow ventilation to ensure that the circuit board is free from dust and contaminants.
The SI-613 garnered the 2016 Computex design & innovation award in the Computers +
Systems category at the Computex trade fair, held in May in Taipei, Taiwan. This year, 107
participants from 12 countries submitted 253 entries to be evaluated by a jury. IBASE also
received the d&i award in 2015 for its SE-92 outdoor digital signage player.
“This is one of the first units on the market that has 3x HDMI 2.0 (4K@60hz) support,” said
Archer Chien, Senior Manager of Digital signage product line at IBASE. “And like most of
IBASE’ players, you can add a TV tuner, WiFi and 3G/LTE options.”

About the sponsor:
Focused on the production of original equipment manufacturing, IBASE Technology Inc. was created by engineers
with experience in industrial PCs. The company produces single-board computers, industrial motherboards, CPU
modules, embedded systems, network appliances and digital surveillance systems for different applications in the
gaming, entertainment, automation, medical, military, networking and security markets.
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